
  
 
We believe in graduating students who contribute to a kinder, more just, and connected world. 
 
We value kindness, play, environmental stewardship, growth mindset, creativity, and community. 
 
We foster the essential skills of critical thinking and problem solving, empathy, communication, 
collaboration, mindfulness, and sense of purpose. 
 
Our teaching is inspired by our beliefs and values.  
 

Spanish Curriculum 
2018-2019 

 
One of our goals is to help our students participate in a connected world, and we believe that the 
study of a foreign language will help students be open to other cultures and live fully in a global 
society. Our foreign language program begins in preschool with French and continues through 
fourth grade, at which time students can choose between French and Spanish. They then study their 
chosen language until graduation.  
 
We believe that learning a second language can increase creativity and flexibility in thinking; 
studies show language learning benefits executive functioning skills. Students of foreign language 
learn to be comfortable with difference, change, and uncertainty. It can be difficult not to know 
exactly what is being said, but the experience gives students a chance to practice puzzling out what 
could be and imagining what is not yet known. 

 
Spanish is taught from fifth to eighth grade. The goal is for students to acquire language proficiency 
in listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Students learn to appreciate and respect cultures and 
civilizations of the Spanish-speaking world. Students are presented with engaging lessons that 
meets them developmentally through stories, games, and songs both in the classroom and outdoors. 
It is very common to hear laughing and “mucho” español when walking by the Spanish classroom. 
Students who take Spanish at The Grammar School leave with a strong foundation in the language 
and with great enthusiasm and joy for continuing to learn Spanish and other languages.  
 
In fourth and fifth grades, students are introduced to Spanish in a fun and interactive way.  The 
main goal in Spanish is to “feel” the language, and have a strong desire to continue learning Spanish. 
We begin the year by asking questions about why it is important to study Spanish.  From there we 
dive into an array of Spanish topics such as the alphabet, greetings, pronouns, verb conjugations, an 
array of vocabulary, seasons, weather, and an extensive study of  Spanish speaking countries. Fifth 
graders will read a short story called “Las Aventuras de Isabel” by Karen Rowan.  We use TPRS 
(Total Physical Response through Storytelling) with a Q&A style. The teacher will read a paragraph, 



and interact via the storytelling with the students. This style of teaching creates the necessary 
confidence for the students to start enjoying the use of the language.  Within this context, students 
learn to expand meaningful sets of high frequency vocabulary, as well as develop a working 
knowledge of basic grammar and conversation.  The students also learn poems, fun songs, and 
perform a variety of skits.  During the year, students create their own beautiful books that illustrate 
their active learning. The students also have the opportunity to partake in many outdoor activities 
like, “la caza del tesoro,” weather-walks, games like “Simon dice” and an outdoor campfire lunch 
hosted by the upper classrooms. We will also invite Spanish-speaking people into our classrooms 
both literally and virtually through Skype. At the end of the year, students are comfortable with the 
basic skills in speaking, writing, reading, and listening. The class meets two times a week. 
 
In sixth grade Spanish , the main goal is for students to feel comfortable with the basics of the 
language and have a strong desire to start using it. The students will continue to learn Spanish in a 
fun and interactive way using TPRS (Total Physical Response through Storytelling) integrated into 
the lessons. TPRS  is a teaching method that uses listening and responding to mini stories and skits. 
This is a valuable way to learn high frequency vocabulary, especially idiomatic terms, and the 
syntax of the language.  The students will continue to learn more vocabulary and regular and 
irregular verbs through skits, songs, games, books, and crafts projects.  A goal is that the students 
start to “live” within the Spanish language. A unit called “la maleta” is a favorite among the students. 
In this unit the students will research a Spanish speaking country of their choice and explore the 
origins, people, food, climate, animals and their culture. The students  read a short story  called 
“Berto y sus buenas ideas” by Magaly Rodriguez. Berto is the story of an 11 year old boy named 
Berto who lives in Madrid, Spain.  Berto has a problem… ¿Qué problema tiene Berto? ¿Solucionara 
Berto su problema? Through their studies, the students will acquire a good amount of high 
frequency vocabulary, as well as develop a working knowledge of basic grammar and conversation. 
The students will also have the opportunity to part take in many outdoor activities like, “la caza del 
tesoro,” weather-walks, games like “Simon dice” and an outdoor campfire lunch hosted by the 
upper classrooms. We will also invite Spanish-speaking people into our classrooms both literally 
and virtually through Skype. At the end of the year, students will be comfortable speaking, writing, 
reading  and listening in a simple way. The class meets three times a week. 
 
In seventh grade, students participate with enthusiasm from a foundation built in the earlier years. 
As Spanish skills develop, the teacher draws more attention to grammatical details, spelling rules, 
and syntax. Students are introduced to irregular verbs through projects, writing, stories, games and 
outdoor learning activities.  One of our favorites projects is to host a taco fiesta, were the students 
prepare fresh handmade tortillas and host the younger classes. The students learn poetry and 
complex grammar through literature and interactive class work. The students also have the 
opportunity to learn about Spanish history.  We will start with the first inhabitants and the origin of 
the Spanish language on the Iberian Peninsula, and move on to the Spanish Colonial era, the spread 
of the Spanish language throughout the world during the Spanish Empire, and the variations of the 
language within the different Spanish speaking countries. We will also invite Spanish-speaking 
people into our classrooms both literally and virtually through Skype. By the end of the year, 
students are inspired to communicate in Spanish and to continue expanding their knowledge of the 
Spanish language. The class meets three times a week.  
 
Poetry, songs, plays, speaking and more complex grammar are continued in eighth grade. In 
addition, students begin to understand and speak in the past tense. In this last year of Spanish, more 
advanced conversation, grammar, reading, and writing instruction are given. Students begin 



reading and creating their own similar stories to “La Paella Loca” or “Su Propio Auto.”  The students 
will also have the opportunity to learn about the Spanish world and its culture through Skype as 
well as meeting Spanish-speaking people in our classrooms.  By reading “La gran Aventura de 
Alejandro” by Abby Kanter, the students will continue to be exposed to Spanish painters, writers, 
and society in general. Throughout the year, students are expected to complete a variety of creative 
projects that reflect their learning from each unit. One of the highlights of the eighth grade year is 
our outdoor taco fiesta, where the students host the younger classes all in the Spanish language. 
The eighth grade students will have the opportunity to put all their knowledge to work with a 
service learning trip to Ecuador in the Spring. The students will be able to use their Spanish and be 
proud of their abilities. By graduation students are expected to have obtained the level of high 
novice in Spanish. The class meets three times a week.  
 
 
 
 
 
 


